TeledermMed in Sleep Apnea: A Simple Approach for Nasal Pressure (CPAP) Treatment

TeledermMed en la apnea del sueño: un abordaje simple para la presión positiva continua nasal (CPAP)

Dear Editor:

Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy is the optimal treatment for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Nevertheless, the efficacy of CPAP depends on patient’s adherence. Indeed, although 4h of treatment per night is required to achieve therapeutic effects, the more hours CPAP is used the greater the benefit of treatment, particularly with regard to systemic blood pressure. When addressing the problem of CPAP compliance, several studies have reported that a good adaptation to this treatment at the beginning of its application is the key factor for long-term compliance. Thus, patient education, follow-up and active feedback programs to provide support during the first weeks may be fundamental to increase compliance. However, the implementation of such customized programs may be expensive, as they require more resources and health staff involvement. Therefore, due to the current over-burden of health care services and the cost of personalized programs, the use of teledermMed strategies may be useful. Previous studies testing teledermMed programs (web platforms, apps or videoconferences) have yielded controversial results and the strategies already described have not been fully incorporated into the clinical routine. The lack of widespread application of teledermMed approaches in CPAP treatment is likely caused by their current organizational complexity, and therefore more user-friendly procedures are needed. In this context, on the basis of our previous studies, we have developed a very simple and straightforward teledermMed procedure for supporting OSA patients, particularly along the first weeks of CPAP treatment.

This model for remotely managing CPAP treatment is based on three pillars: 1. To use one of the commercially available automatic-CPAP devices (Dreamstation, Respironics) which are able to remotely transmitting data on CPAP pressure, breathing flow, air leaks, compliance and residual respiratory events to a web server providing remote monitoring to the health care provider. Interestingly, such a setting also allows changing the nasal pressure applied remotely thus performing home accurate titration/re-titration. 2. To use a specially designed smartphone application, specifically an updated version of an app previously designed and tested to promote patient self-monitoring of CPAP treatment. Each other day, APPnea asks the patient eight simple questions on compliance, sleep improvement, CPAP side effects and general lifestyle perception. All answers are sent to a web server and evaluated by a specialized nurse. 3. To use a voice mail available 24/24 h which is intended to collect any patient’s questions or problems. Patients are encouraged to leave voice mail messages which a specialized nurse would check and, if necessary, contact the patient. The actual clinical feasibility and usefulness of the described approach was tested in a pilot study. First, we assessed the remote titration procedure and patient compliance. Twenty patients (AHI 54.7 ± 22.00 events/h, BMI 30.9 ± 6.0 kg/m², Epworth 9.8 ± 5.0 and age 60.2 ± 9.0 years; m ± SE) were subjected to home CPAP titration, which was carried out along 5 consecutive nights and was supported through APPnea and the voice mail. Home titration was compared with in-hospital full polysomnography (PSG) titration (crossover protocol), with the result that no significant differences were found in the fixed recommended nasal pressure (8.95 ± 1.57 and 8.55 ± 1.32 cm H2O for in-hospital PSG and remote home titration, respectively (p = 0.389). The performance of the teledermMed approach was also tested in terms of CPAP compliance after 3-months of treatment. To this end, the group of patients within the teledermMed procedure was compared with a group of 60 patients (matched 1:3 by AHI and age) who conventionally followed-up at the hospital during the same year period. No significant differences in compliance were found between the teledermMed group (6.4 ± 2.6 h/night) and the control group.
(5.9 ± 1.8 h/night) (p = 0.691). Taking into account the work hours employed by the involved sleep technician, nurse and physician and the use of devices and consumable materials, our analysis found that telematic approach was less expensive since the in-hospital PSG titration incurred in a 60% higher cost.

In addition to considering cost evaluation, assessment the patient’s perspective is fundamental when testing a new clinical management approach. A first question that arises when trying to introduce the use of new technologies to a group of patients who are potentially not be familiar with them (in this case the use of Apps) is to what extend OSA patients (most of them in an age segment not belonging to the digital generation) are prone to accept and perform the internet tools. In this connection it is worth noting that we carried out a preliminary test by asking 10 patients with limited knowledge of the use of Internet and mobile applications to test the APPnea tool at home, with the result that 9 of them we able to use it correctly, thus demonstrating the feasibility of telemedicine approach and confirming published reports on the ability of digitally illiterate patients to learn on the basic use of health applications.12 Of particular importance is the patient’s opinion on the use of telemedicine on sleep apnea management. To this end, using a focus group methodology we asked 14 OSA patients under CPAP treatment that had experienced both the in-hospital and the telemedicine approaches to talk freely about their experience when distributed into two focus groups (8 and 6 patients). The interviews highlighted the importance of: (1) flexibility of the consultations, (2) savings on work hours and trips to the hospital, and (3) chance to follow the progress of the therapy especially with regard to the residual AHI. Most patients reported that, according to their actual practical experience, the telemedicine approach was an innovative and straightforward way of controlling their treatment. Our experience after working with the patient’s focus group confirmed our initial opinion that patient’s opinion is of capital importance when designing future clinical procedures studies aimed at personalized treatment.

The simple telemedicine procedure we propose is feasible even in patients with limited knowledge of Internet or mobile applications and it reduces costs with patient satisfaction. However, bearing in mind that this telemedicine procedure does not replace the whole care of patients, especially in the more complex ones, it seems reasonable that telemedicine is progressively included in the clinical management programs for patients with sleep breathing disorders. Large follow-up and multicenter studies are needed to support these very promising results.
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